Introduction
Improvement in hydrogen (H 2 ) evolution through photo-induced water splitting is emerging as a viable choice to meet the requirement of clean sustainable energy for various practical applications and resolve environmental problems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The sustainable and efficient evolution of H 2 requires a stable and efficient catalytic system for water oxidation (to form molecular oxygen), and this is the more challenging half reaction in the overall water splitting [6, 7] . After intensive study, the semiconductors having a conduction band edge sufficiently more negative than the reduction potential of water (or protons) and remain stable in contact with water have been considered as appropriate catalyst materials. The interfacial area between the catalyst and liquid water should also be large enough to allow water dissociation to take place at a high specific rate [7, 8] . Titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) has been found as a good photo-catalyst among semiconductors for H 2 evolution due to its wide band gap (3.2 eV), appreciable photo-activity under UV light irradiation, stability, non-toxicity, inexpensive and large availability [9, 10] . However, it is TiO 2 is poorly active for H 2 production due to fast electron-hole recombination and large over-potential characteristics. The most promising and viable ways to overcome these drawbacks are the deposition of metal nanoparticles on bare TiO 2 or the self-doping of TiO 2 with compatible materials [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Recently, Graphene, a two-dimensional sp 2 network of carbon, has been shown to possesses outstanding mechanical strength, thermal conductivity (5000 Wm ), [10, [15] [16] [17] . Based on these extraordinary properties, graphene has been considered another useful material for the H 2 production because it (i) provides a support for anchoring well-dispersed metallic or oxide nanoparticles, (ii) works as a highly conductive matrix for enabling good contact throughout the matrix, (iii) induces an easy electron transfer from the conduction band of semiconductors to graphene because of the large energy level offset formed at the interface, leading to an efficient charge separation, and (iv) acts as an efficient co-catalyst for H 2 evolution due to large specific surface area and superior electron mobility [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, the H 2 evolution activity of graphene as co-catalyst is still limited and needs to be further enhanced from the view point of practical applications and commercial benefits.
In this context, a few bimetallic systems, namely Au/Pd core-shell nanoparticles, polymer protected Pt/Ru bimetallic clusters, bimetallic Au/Pt systems and nonmetal elements such as S, N, C immobilized on TiO 2 have been investigated for H 2 production through photo-induced water splitting [10, 13, [23] [24] [25] [26] . It is observed that the heterogeneous catalysts account good performances in hydrogenation reactions due to longer electron mobility as well as surface ensemble effects. In addition, the versatile properties of Au nanoparticles such as the capacity of altering the physicochemical properties, surface plasmon resonance (SPR), conductivity, and redox behavior have proved itself as a useful material for the range of applications leading to improvement in the catalytic properties [27] .
In this paper we report the properties of visible region SPR responsive Au nanoparticle loaded graphene supported TiO 2 nanocomposite photo-catalysts for enhanced H 2 evolution through water splitting in presence of methanol as a scavenger. The loading of Au on the graphene and TiO 2 surface is done in order to use the full UV-Visible spectrum region of light to produce appreciable H 2 from the water and methanol mixture. GOs were synthesized from commercial graphite flakes by using a well-known modified Hummers method [28] . In a typical process, a mechanically mixed mixture of graphite flakes (2 g) and NaNO 3 (1 g) was put into concentrated H 2 SO 4 (46 mL, 18M) at 0°C in ice bath, and then KMnO 4 (6 g) was slowly added to the above solution with vigorous stirring in proportions to keep the reaction temperature below 20°C in the ice bath to produce the graphite oxide. The reaction mixture was warmed to 35°C in an oil bath and maintained at this temperature with stirring until a brown color paste was formed (~ 2 h). After that, the reaction was terminated slowly by adding water (92 mL) which increased the temperature to 95-98°C, and the resulting suspension was maintained at this temperature for 20 min. The suspension was then diluted to approximately 280 mL by the addition of water followed by treatment with H 2 O 2 (9 mL, 35%). Upon treatment with peroxide, the suspension turned bright yellow. After cooling in air, the suspension was filtered and washed with aqueous HCl (1:10, 37%) and then with water. The obtained solid was graphite oxide. The graphite oxide was further exfoliated by sonicating in water for 2h, and then centrifuged at 4500 rpm for 20 min. The supernatant was decanted and dried with a rotovapor at 40°C followed by vacuum drying at 40°C for 12 h. The obtained powder was GO.
Preparation of rGO-TiO 2 composites
Different amounts of TiO 2 (P25) decorated with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) nanosheets were prepared via a hydrothermal synthesis process. In this process, the selective volumes of exfoliated aqueous GO suspension (stock solution, 0.5 mg/ml) were re-exfoliated in a solution of distilled water (80 mL) and ethanol (40 mL) by ultrasonic treatment for 2 h. Then, the 1 g TiO 2 powder was slowly dispersed into the GO solution under stirring and allowed for stirring another 2 h to get a homogeneous suspension. The suspension was transferred in a 100 mL Teflon-sealed autoclave containing 60 ml suspension. The hydrothermal treatment was carried out at 180°C for 5 h for simultaneously reduction of GO into rGO in presence of ethanol and the anchoring of TiO 2 on the rGO active sites. Finally, the resulting composite was recovered by rinsing with deionized water followed by ethanol several times, and dried in an oven at 40°C for 12 h. The weight percentages of GO to TiO 2 were 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0%, and the composites were labeled as rGOXT (where X = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0).
Preparation of Au loaded rGO-TiO 2 composites
A photo-deposition process was used to prepare the Au loaded rGOXT composites in the presence of UV irradiation. The photo-deposition was carried out in a well-shaped double wall quartz reactor. Firstly the rGOXT composites of 200 mg wereas dispersed in 300 ml water and methanol solution (v/v=2:1), thereafter an appropriate amount of AuCl 3 precursor solution was injected dropwise with a through syringe into reactor. The reactor was sealed with a rubber septum and degassed by 
Characterizations

Structural Characterization
Phase analysis was performed by using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) with a Bruker D8-Advance X-ray diffractometer with monochromatized Cu K α radiation (λ=1.5418Å). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were collected on a Philips microscope with an accelerating voltage of 100 kV. Diffuse reflectance UV-visible spectra were obtained over the 200-800 nm range using BaSO 4 as a reference using a Carry 500 Diffuse reflectance UV-visible spectrophotometer (DRUVS). Diffuse reflectance FTIR spectra were recorded via a Nexus 670 Nicolet spectrophotometer, Agilent Technology, USA over a range 500-4000 cm as the excitation source. Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) measurements of surface area and pore size distribution of nanocomposites were determined using a Quantachrome NOVA 1200 N 2 gas adsorption/desorption analyzer at liquid nitrogen temperature.
Photo-catalytic hydrogen evolution from water splitting
The photo-catalytic H 2 -evolution reaction was carried out in a well-shaped double wall quartz reactor (outer diameter 50 mm) connected to a closed gas circulation, evacuation and cooling system [29, 30] . A high pressure, 450 W Hg lamp was used as a UV-visible light irradiation source. In a typical experiment, 200 mg of rGOXT nanocomposite photo-catalyst was suspended in a 340 mL of aqueous solution containing 10% methanol scavenger by volume. Prior to the photo-catalytic reaction, the suspension of the catalyst was dispersed in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min, and then purged with Ar through the reactor for 30 min, to completely remove the dissolved oxygen and ensured that the reactor was in an anaerobic condition. A continuous magnetic stirrer was applied at the bottom of the reactor in order to keep the photo-catalyst particles in suspension during the whole experiment. The photocatalyst was irradiated by inserting a lamp into the center of the reactor. The temperature of the reactant solution was maintained at room temperature by providing a flow of cooling water through the outer wall of the reactor during the photo-catalytic reaction. The reaction was carried out for 5 h, and the reaction products were analyzed by GC using an online sampling loop at intervals of 1 h. The GC (GOW-MAC 580 model) system was equipped with All Tech molecular 80/100 sieve 5 A column and a thermal conductivity detector, with Ar flowing as the carrier gas. The similar process is also used for the Au loaded rGOXT samples for H 2 evolution.
Results and Discussion
Phase analysis
Powder XRD patterns of GO and rGOXT composites (where X = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0) are shown in Fig. 1 . The XRD peak observed in Fig. 1 (a) at about 9.8° corresponds to the (002) interlayer spacing (d) of 0.90 nm, which fairly matches with the value reported in the literature for GO [22] whereas the XRD patterns of rGOXT composites shown in Fig. 1 (b-e) represent well defined crystalline peaks of both anatase and rutile phases of TiO 2 . These peaks are consistent with the JCPDS no. 21-1272 for anatase and 21-1276 for rutile (see Fig. S1 ). It is evident from the XRD that no characteristic diffraction peaks of reduced graphene (rGO) are observed in all composite samples {( Fig.   1 (b-e)}. This might be because of the destruction of the regular stacking of GO through the reduction process under the hydrothermal conditions and the low amount of rGO or relatively low diffraction intensity of graphene [31, 32] . In addition, the change in the crystal structure of TiO 2 after hybridization with GO nanosheets is observed to be almost negligible. 
Raman spectra analysis of graphene and its composites
The crystalline quality and the degree of disorder of the carbon in graphene structure after hydrothermal decompositions of pure and composite form were analyzed by Raman spectroscopy. is close to well-ordered graphite and is often called the Gband or E 2g mode [32, 33] . In the case of rGO0T {Fig. 3(b)}, the anatase phase shows major Raman bands at 144, 395, 515, and 638 cm -1 . These bands can be attributed to the five Raman-active modes of the anatase phase with the symmetries of E g(1) , B 1g(1) , A 1g + B 1g (2) , and E g (2) , respectively. The typical Raman bands due to rutile phase appear at 143 (superimposed with the 144 cm can be ascribed to the B 1g , two-phonon scattering, E g , and A 1g modes of rutile phase respectively [35] [36] [37] . after TiO 2 loading. These shifts are consistent with the previous reports [38, 39] . Moreover, the 2D band at around 2692 cm -1 is also observed (see Fig. S2 ), indicating the reduction of GO and the formation of graphene structure. The peak position of the 2D band is similar to that of a monolayer graphene [40, 41] . Furthermore, the small variation in the ratio of intensity of Dband to that of G-band (I D /I G ) (see Table S3 ) of rGOXT in comparison to that of GO indicates the decrease in the average size of the in-plane sp 2 domains upon reduction of the exfoliated GO and this confirms that the rGOXT composites as TiO 2 loaded graphene sheets [35, 42] . indicates an anatase crystalline phase structure [43] . In Au2rGO1T samples, intensity of anantase peak is enhanced by about two fold at the nanohybrid junction points because of the localized SPR from gold nanostructures (See Fig. S5 ). When the Au loading is increased from 0.5 to 2.0%, the absorption becomes broader and stronger and shifts positively in position by 5 cm -1 . This suggests increased crystalline defects within the phase [43] . Such defects may favor capturing photo-electrons and inhibiting charge recombination. Meanwhile, Au nanoparticles embedded within the structure may also serve as an electron conductor, which facilitates photo-electron transfer to surface and further reduce the probability of charge recombination [44] .
When Au content is further increased from 2.0 to 8.0%, the decrease in Raman peak intensity was observed. In addition, the Au loaded rGO1T nanocomposites shows the reduction in D-band and broadening in G-band with respect to rGO1T, which is consistent with previous reported results. The Au loading would cause broadening in G-band due to the electron-phonon coupling [45] . The intensity ratio of I D /I G is often used as a measure of defect levels in graphitic systems. The ratio of I D /I G is decreased from 1.28 to 0.48 up to 2.0 wt% Au (see Table S3 ) indicating the increase in size of the sp 2 domain during the UV treatment. Figure 5 (see Fig. S6 ) shows the TEM images of the rGO, TiO 2 (rGO0T), rGO0.5T, rGO1T, rGO2T and rGO5T samples. In Fig. 5(a) , a crumpled micrometre-long two-dimensional morphology of rGO sheet is observed after the hydrothermal treatment of GO in presence of ethanol. The crumpling in graphene sheet is due to the retention of a thermodynamically stable three-dimensional structure in localized region from the thermodynamically unstable two-dimensional sheet grown without substrate [33, 34] . Moreover, the size of the TiO 2 nanoparticles is normally in the range of 10-20 nm (Fig. 5b) , which is consistent with crystallite size of 10-18 nm calculated from the XRD {Fig.S1}. nanoparticles on its surface. The dense distribution and loading of TiO 2 nanoparticles on rGO is due to interfacial interaction and preferential heterogeneous nucleation between the hydrophilic functional groups (e.g., -OH, -COOH) attached with GO and the hydroxyl groups on TiO 2 . Furthermore, the heterogeneous nucleation due to different nucleation growth rate of hydrophilic functional and hydroxyl groups can also alleviate the crumpling and agglomeration of graphene nanosheets in localized region. This intimate interaction facilitates an easy transfer of electrons from TiO 2 nanoparticles to graphene sheets during the photo-excitation process. Moreover, the Fig. 5(e and f) shows that the TiO 2 nanoparticles are well covered from the rGO sheets. The TEM image of photo-deposited of different Au contents (with contents 1.0-8.0 wt%) on the rGO1T samples is shown in Fig. 6 (and S7) . The images revealed that Au is well loaded and dispersed on the TiO 2 /graphene surface. The Au particles of mean size in the range of 3-8 nm of nearly spherical shape were observed as dark spots having obvious contrast with the TiO 2 /graphene support as shown in Fig. 6(b) . With increasing the Au contents, the size of the Au particles are increased which is obvious.
Structural Observation
The Au loading of 8.0 wt% shows the cluster formation of Au nanoparticles on TiO 2 and rGO surface in Fig 6(f) . Here, the crumpled rGO sheet enables the formation of an interlocked network with Au and TiO 2 . Akhavan has also found the similar kind of interlocked network formation in photo-degraded graphene oxide sheets at the tip of ZnO nanorods [46] . This kind of nanocomposites' nanolayer is desirable for the enhancement of the interfacial interaction between the co-catalysts with TiO 2 and for the increment of the number of catalytically active sites on the co-catalyst surface.
Specific surface area analysis
The nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms analysis was performed to investigate the porosity and BET surface area of the prepared samples. The TEM images {Fig. 5(b and d} show an assembly of numerous particles with large open packing. The adsorption-desorption isotherms of the pure TiO 2 (rGO0T) and GO supported TiO 2 (rGO1T) are portrayed in Fig. 7 (a and b) , respectively.
Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms curves of these two samples show similar shaped hysteresis loops at relative pressure (P/P ο ) close to unity. According to IUPAC, these curves fairly display the typical type IV isotherms and type H3 hysteresis loops which is the characteristics feature of the mesopores [47] [48] [49] . Here, the mesopores formation is associated with a presence of aggregates of platelike particles, giving rise to slit-like pores, [47] which is consistent with the TEM results {Fig. The pore size distribution curves of both samples (displayed in inset of Fig. 7) are broad in the range of 2 to over 100 nm (See Fig. S8 ) centered at 3.5 nm supporting the existence of mesopores and macropores. In fact, the mesopores and macropores are formed due to aggregation of nanosheets because the single crystal nanosheets are nonporous [49] . Such organized porous structures might be extremely useful in photocatalysis because they possess efficient transport pathways to reactant and product molecules.
UV-Visible spectra of rGO-TiO 2 and Au-rGO-TiO 2 nanocomposites
The optical absorption property of bare TiO 2 (rGO0T) and rGOXT samples measured with diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectroscopy (DRUVS) are demonstrated in Fig. 8 . The rGO0T sample shows the absorption in the UV-region which is the characteristic feature of TiO 2 aroused due to the electron transitions from O 2p → Ti 3d level [25] . The addition of GO onto the surface of TiO 2 induced the change of the optical property of TiO 2 . The change in the optical property is well reflected in DRUVS spectra of all rGOXT samples through a broad absorption in the entire visible range because of the presence of graphenic carbons. The visible absorption background of rGOXT is increased with increasing the GO content because of the restoration of the π-electron conjugation within rGO sheets after hydrothermal reduction [50] . The absorption edge of rGOXT was red-shifted by 10-40 nm compared with that of pure TiO 2 (rGO0T) indicating a narrowing of the band gap of TiO 2 . This implies that GO with various oxygen containing functional groups (see the FTIR spectra shown in Fig. S9) forms a surface complex with TiO 2 nanoparticles. Recently, it is reported that the hydroxylated fullerene (or fullerol)-TiO 2 complex and carbon-doped TiO 2 composites absorbs visible light due to transfer of charge onto the surface of complex/composites [51, 52] . A similar charge-transfer complex can be formed between the rGO and TiO 2 surface. As a result of the surface complexation, the induced surface charge transfer in rGO/TiO 2 leads to the red shift of DRUVS compared with bare TiO 2 because of the acidic functional groups present on GO (see Fig. S9 ). Furthermore, the DRUVS spectra of Au loaded rG1T samples are shown in Fig. 9 . The plasmonic peak is observed around 552 nm, indicating the presence of Au nanoparticles in the Au loaded rGO1T samples. A significantly enhancement in the absorption in the visible is observed. The enhancement in absorption band is ascribed due to the plasmonic resonance of metallic Au nanoparticles aroused from the collective oscillations of the free conduction band electrons induced by the incident electromagnetic radiation on Au nanoparticles [53] . The absorbance intensified and redshifted with increasing Au loading due to formation of bigger Au particles as observed in TEM images (Fig. 6) [54] .
Photo-catalytic Hydrogen evolution from plasmonic active photocatalyst
Photo-catalytic hydrogen (H 2 ) evolution activities on reduced GO and its composite samples were evaluated through irradiation by High Pressure Hg Lamp in UV-Visible region in presence of methanol as a scavenger. Fig. 10 demonstrates the H 2 evolution value of the rGOXT composites. In a controlled reaction, H 2 evolution was almost negligible in the absence of photocatalyst whereas in the presence of photocatalyst in solution, a significant H 2 evolution was detected. It indicates the photocatalytic activity was happening due to presence of the photocatalyst. In pure TiO 2 (rGO0T), the photocatalytic activity is observed to be very low, i.e. 0.56 mmol (i.e 112 μmolh -1 ). The low activity is due to the formation of fast recombination between conduction band (CB) electrons and valance band (VB) holes and a fraction of the electrons and holes participate in the photo-catalytic reaction [55, 56] . Also, the presence of a large over potential in the production of H 2 on the TiO 2 surface and the fast backward reaction (recombination of hydrogen and oxygen into water) make TiO 2 inactive in photo-catalytic water splitting in the absence of graphene.
However, the TiO 2 modified by small amount of graphene (rGO0.5T) shows considerable enhancement in the H 2 production rate, i.e. 1.8 fold (1.1 mmol) in comparison to pure TiO 2 (rGO0T).
The further increment in the amount of graphene sheets accelerates the H 2 production and reached a maximum of 1.34 mmol (i.e, 268 μmolh -1 ), i.e. 2.4 fold over rGO1T as shown in Fig. 10 . Hence, the influence of graphene in photo-catalytic activity reasonably reflects with the enhancement in the H 2 production. The enhancement in the H 2 evolution in presence of graphene in TiO 2 could be due to excellent electron accepting and transferring capability, and the capacity to restrain the recombination of the photo-excited electrons and holes effectively. It has been reported that the two-dimensional π-conjugation structure of graphene sheets facilitates the transfer of photo-induced electrons and can act as an excellent electron acceptor [57, 58] . A further increase in graphene content leads to a reduction of the photo-catalytic activity.
Hence, in the present study, the critical or optimum value for good photo-catalytic activity is 1.0 wt% of graphene with TiO 2 . The graphene content ~ 2.0 wt% shows a drastic decrease in photo-catalytic activity in comparison to that of rGO1T. This is probably due to the fact that the excess graphene screens the active sites on the surface of the TiO 2 photocatalyst and shields them from incident light.
The TEM images in Fig. 5 (e and f) shows the screening of TiO 2 particles surface from rGO. The shielding prevents the photons absorption onto the surface of the TiO 2 resulting a rapid reduction in the H 2 production rate [59, 60] . No appreciable H 2 evolution was detected with graphene as photocatalyst under the same photo-catalytic reaction conditions and it suggests that bare graphene is not active for photo-catalytic H 2 production under these experimental conditions. The results from this work and from the past reports suggest that the loading of graphene onto the TiO 2 surface is very important to decide the optimal quantity of graphene for H 2 production [55, 61] .
In order to further enhance the capacity of H 2 evolution using photocatalyst, the plasmonic Au as a co-catalyst was loaded onto the optimal photo-catalytically active rGO1T photo-catalysts. The H 2 generating capability of these photo-catalysts was investigated in the same conditions. Fig. 11 shows Hence, it is observed that the H 2 evolution activity was dramatically increased with increasing the Au contents up to the optimal value of 2.0 %. This optimal value of the Au co-catalyst increases the trapping site for the carriers like graphene due to quantized charge effect. The trapping of carriers leads the longer life time for the interfacial charge transfer [55] [56] [57] [58] . The process involves the transfer of photo generated electrons from the CB of TiO 2 to the co-catalysts such as graphene and Au, and the holes were scavenged by methanol in the VB of TiO 2 . Hence, electrons and holes are efficiently separated. However, the further increasing the Au loading on rGO1T results in a decrease of the in H 2 rate. This is probably due to increase in the opacity and light scattering (see Fig. 11 ), leading to a decrease of irradiation passing through the reaction suspension solution. Other possible explanations might be: (i) the partial blockage of the TiO 2 surface active sites due to excessive Au or reduction in average distance between trapping sites with increasing the number of the Au clusters confined within a particle and (ii) deterioration of the catalytic properties of Au metal nanoparticles due to their size enlargement [55, 62, 63] . The formation of the Au cluster or agglomeration of Au nanoparticles on TiO 2 surface is well observed in TEM images in Fig. 6 (d-f) . Therefore, it is not surprising that the photocatalytic activity of rGO1T samples having Au content more than 2.0 wt% are lower. With higher Au content, there should be an inverse cosine dependence on the reciprocal of loading since the loaded metal particles merged together and the total periphery began to shrink [55] . The co-catalysts such as plasmonic Au and graphene improve the charge separation and suppress the recombination of excited photogenerated carriers, and it results in the enhancement in H 2 evolution. Figure 12 demonstrates the charge separation and H 2 evolution process. The whole process can be described as follows: it is well documented that the noble metal or metal ion doped semiconductor composites exhibit negative shift in the Fermi level which implies a higher degree of electron accumulation in Au decorated TiO 2 [56, 64] . Thus, such shift in the Fermi level improves the energetics of the composite system and enhances the efficiency of interfacial charge-transfer process.
This is associated with a considerable enhancement of the electric near-field. This peculiar activity is strongly related to their size and shape dependent surface charge oscillation known as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) in presence of light irradiation [65, 66] . Here, the electrons in TiO 2 are excited from the VB to the CB by UV light irradiation. The excited electrons then migrate to the Au nanoparticle decorated on TiO 2 , subsequently the SPR effect (see Fig. 9 ) induced by appropriate visible light irradiation boost the energy intensity of trapped electrons resulting in the photo-catalytic activity enhancement [67] .
Furthermore, the incorporation of GO with TiO 2 creates the p-n junction which also considerably improves the separation of photogenerated charges. The photogenerated holes are scavenged by methanol, and the electrons are excited to the CB. The electrons transferred from the CB of TiO 2 are injected into the reduced graphene in a graphene/TiO 2 system because the graphene/graphene-redox potential is slightly lower than the CB of TiO 2 [61, 68] . Graphene has a high charge carrier transfer and mobility due to π-conjugate structure and hence the Au nanoparticles dispersed on the graphene sheet can also accept electrons and act as active sites to react with adsorbed Thus, the synergetic effect between the two co-catalysts, plasmonic Au nanoparticles and graphene can effectively suppress photogenerated charge recombination, enlarge the active adsorption sites and reaction space, and consequently enhance the photo-catalytic activity for H 2 evolution. 
Conclusion
In summary, plasmonic active, Au loaded, graphene/TiO 2 composite photo-catalysts were developed. The SPR on the metal-loaded photo-catalysts can be an important way to use the full spectrum in sunlight for solar energy harvest, especially for wide bandgap materials, such as TiO 2 .
Thus, both photon energies of UV and visible light can be absorbed and converted to chemical energy, i.e., H 2 via water splitting. The optimal value of graphene and Au content was determined to be 1.0 and 2.0 wt%, respectively, and the corresponding hydrogen evolution rate enhanced by 268 μmolh , respectively, compared to pure TiO 2 . The synergic effect between the co-catalysts Au and graphene sheets can efficiently accept and transport the electrons from the excited semiconductor, suppress charge recombination, improve interfacial charge transfer processes, and provide much more active adsorption sites and photo-catalytic reaction centers, which consequently enhanced the photocatalytic H 2 production activity. The Au nanoparticles are playing a role of electron acceptor due to the extra electromagnetic field provided by its SPR phenomenon.
